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editorial
All Over the World Tonight . . .
We have prided ourselves in
getting articles contributed from
all over the world. But then I
began to wonder, is that pride
based on anything besides weak
memories? So I set about logging
where our articles have come from.
For each and every article in our
archives which had an author
byline, I assigned the country of
origin, then sorted by country, and
totaled them up. It should be no
surprise that the U.S. led that list
with 1218 articles; this is a U.S.
publication after all. But there
were more than a few articles from
other countries. Here is the list:
US
1218
UK
79
Australia
19
Germany
15
Portugal
14
Canada
11
Italy
5
Sweden
3
Japan
2
The Netherlands
2
France
2
Spain
1
South Africa
1
Slovenia
1
Slovakia
1
Hungary
1
If you sort the list to find the most
prolific authors, again it should be
no surprise that I am at the top of
the list, with 125 credited articles
(I have written more with no
byline and if those were included it
comes to 240 articles):
Steve Ruis
125
Tom Dorigatti
111

Larry Wise
59
Bob Ryder
40
Rick McKinney
34
Brian Luke
31
Jennifer Fonua
30
I drew the line at 30 articles just to
save space.
Actually I started writing articles, in addition to just editing,
back when we were struggling.
When Claudia and I took over
Archery Focus, we were not very
well connected and we lost quite a
few authors and had few avenues
to acquire new ones. I remember
having two articles from me in one
issue because we had two big holes
in the issue that I had nothing for.
(Editors are well-acquainted with
panic of the non-target variety.)
Now, we are getting more than
enough articles submitted to make
excellent issues without something
from me. This is a result of me
asking . . . and asking . . . and asking folks to write. This continues
to this day. A number of recent
articles came about because of
comments I saw on line or from
YouTube videos. I contacted the
authors and begged . . . decorously,
of course . . . and now instead of
“no” as an answer, I am getting
“yes” quite a bit more. This is quite
gratifying.
The mission of Archery Focus
magazine is to publish articles that
help archers and coaches improve,
aka “get better.” We include articles that help folks understand the
sport better, e.g. archery history,
and some personal perspectives

(from which there is something to
learn), but if we don’t see how
archers or coaches could turn this
article into motivation, knowledge,
understanding, something that
creates improvement, we generally
say “no” to that submission. This
happens rarely, thankfully, as
telling people “no” is not one of my
favorite things to do.
If you have an article within
you or just think you do, please
contact me at steve@archeryfocus.com and we can discuss it. If
you get a “yes” you will also get an
author’s fee when your article is
published. (Think about it; fame
and fortune!) I used to say you
would get a check from your article, but more people are getting
their fees through PayPal than
checks nowadays. Time marches
on!
Oh, and this issue is bursting
at the seams because, well, we
decied to include everything this
time around. Why? Because we
can. Enjoy!
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Release Aids—
A Final Look
2019 and the “Innovations” Just Keep Coming
by Tom Dorigatti
In retrospect, as I sit down to write this article,
I cannot help but look back over the course of the past
51 years since I started in competitive archery. To
think that back then, there were maybe 15 different
types of finger tabs available and that might be
stretching it. After I got away from Barebow shooting
and started shooting with sights, I quickly got rid of
my Bear Glove and I selected and stuck with the
“Kant-Pinch” finger tab and shot with that for the
entire time I was shooting with fingers on the string.
Of course, being the “King of Piddle,” I admit that I
did try other styles of finger tabs, but always came
back to my trusty “Kant-Pinch” Tab. I even tried the
Killian finger tab (at first deemed illegal, but later
accepted) and hated the thing. Calf-hair Kant Pinch?
I hated that too. I never trimmed or fiddled with
those Kant Pinch tabs. The Wilson Brothers Tabs
were also nice, but I didn’t like the felt backing, so I
put them in the drawer and there they have stayed. I
have them somewhere, but I’m too lazy to dig them
back out, mostly due to the “somewhere” aspect of the
Matrix!
I started with home-made ledge-style releases
and made so many different variants that I quickly
lost count. Since I could get scrap Plexiglas at $0.50 a
pound, I played with laminating the layers in varied
colors and polishing them back up to brightness. As I
got more familiar with the ledges, I ruined or had to
re-work many of them because I took one too many
passes of a jeweler’s file in an attempt to speed it up
and would get a fist sandwich for my effort, often a
lost arrow, or a hole in the wall. Then came the ropespike designs and I made plenty of those, too. I also
had to “copy” one that Gene Parnell made (Gene won
Vegas in 1972) and soundly beat me with. Gene’s was
made out of aluminum, but was not adjustable like the
one used by Gene Lueck a few years later to win
Vegas. It wasn’t the release aid; Gene still beat me on
6

the field course yet again! I went back to shooting fingers until a virtual force issue when top drawer finger
shooters had to shoot in the same Class/Division with
release/compound shooters.
Enough of that, so I quickly built some ropespike releases and shot with those up until around
1974 when I purchased a pair of Stanislawski release
aids. I still have those, too. Then the mechanical
releases came along and my first mechanical was the
Hot Shot third finger release. I tried the thumb trigger model and just didn’t do well with it, so went back
to that third finger model. The special thing about
mine was that it didn’t say “Hot Shot” on the release
body; rather it said “Carroll’s.” I won many $1 and $5
bets by arguing that my release was not a “Hot Shot”
but rather a “Carroll’s.” Then it was on and off over
and over with many variants of third finger releases,
but with the “Carroll’s” always in reserve; along with
the Stans. Cannot count how many third finger
releases I’ve shot over the years. Cannot count how
many thumb activated releases I’ve tried either; but
I’ve failed to do well with a thumb trigger. But alas, I
repeat myself.
Finally, sometime around 1984 or 1985, I was
convinced by Dean Pridgen to try the Dean Pridgen
Fail-Safe II release aid. My first encounter was set up
with thumb trigger, and once again, I didn’t do well
with it in this mode. I switched it to try both thumb
and pinky trigger, but that made me nervous. So, I
settled on the pinky trigger set up and really liked it.
I had peaked out shooting left-handed (I’m left eye
dominant and left-handed, big time), so at the advice
of Dean Pridgen, I switched over to right-handed
shooting over the winter of 1985-1986.
The Switch That Changed My Archery Career
So, once deer season was over in 1985, I made the
switch from left-handed to right-handed shooting. To
Archery Focus

ensure that I would stick this out and not switch back
if I didn’t do well fast enough, I sold off everything
left-handed that I had that couldn’t be switched to
right handed. That even included my left-handed
quiver! I used that money to purchase two Astro
Regency compound bows, along with right-handed
Springie arrow rests. My Killian
Chek-It sight could be converted
over as could my 6X Magna Site
Scopes (by drilling and tapping a
new hole on the other side of the
housing). Then along came the
big change that to this day really
surprised the “King of Piddle.” I
actually put away every release
aid that I had at the time and
picked the Pinky Triggered
“Dean Pridgen Fail Safe II”
release aid and said that that
release was it and I wasn’t going
to fiddle-dee-doo with others. I
was going to shoot that release
and only that release. Sound
like a revelation? Yep, it sure was. The release didn’t have much adjustment to it, so the travel was about
the only adjustment. To change trigger pressure
meant trying to find springs that would fit. That is
too much trouble and a lot of risk that it won’t work
anyway. I determined to learn to shoot what I had.
That was the best thing to ever happen to me in
my entire archery career…Pick a release, set it, and
forget it. Problem is that I did just that until after my
heart surgery. Then I developed an “intentional
tremor” in my left hand and have spent the past 20
years. . . . “Piddling” with nearly every Carter and
Stan release that has come out!! I have tried a few
other brands, but always came back to Carter or Stan
. . . thumb triggers! They have been my nemesis since
1974. But some fools just never learn. Well up until
three years ago, I struggled with trying to force the
issue to shoot right-handed in spite of the shake in
my bow hand. Finally, I gave up and switched back to
left-handed shooting. I again tried all sorts of release
aids to try to get that shot off quicker because the
shake is now in my release hand at full draw! I’ve tried
thumb triggers, Evolutions, Sensations, you name it,
but the thumb triggers just won’t go for me. I even
have tried wrist pull releases and while they aren’t too
bad, they are just “not my style” and I don’t like “piddle diddling” with the anchor and then moving my
first finger onto the trigger all the while trying to hold
Archery Focus

steady and keep back tension. So, you are thinking,
“Why don’t you go back to the Dean Pridgen Fail
Safe II since you did so well with it for nearly 20
years? I have tried it, but the blamed thing burns up
d-loops like there is no tomorrow. Yes, I know, a person could use a jeweler’s file to work the gate on the
release to remove the offending edges, but that is too
much to ask to get it just right. I
don’t have all that many spare
gates.
So, since I do have a Stan
Black Jack hinge release and a pair
of Carter Only release aids, I am
shooting those models. They are
pretty much interchangeable with
regard to feel, anchor, and “speed”
and impact point. So, after some 45
years, this “King of Piddle” is basically back to Square One again with
regard to release aids. The only differences are that these are designed to
be shot from a D-loop (my old Stans
will not shoot well off a D-loop, the
pivot point is not right), and the price
of the releases! The Stan Black Jack costs $169.95 new,
while the Carter Only costs $139.99 new. Of course,
one can get them much cheaper if you can find used
ones!
You are also wondering, “Why no photos of these
releases?” That is easy; those photos are already contained in previous articles. I have more to talk about
with regard to 2019 and why I’ve spent so much space
talking about my experiences with release aids. So,
now after such long winded diatribe, I will get to the
point.
2019 How many Brands and Models of Releases
are in just One Catalog?
No, I am not going to bother you with photos of all
the releases that they have in stock . . . that would
involve a book, not an article!
I have selected the current Lancaster Archery
Catalog as my focal point for release aid brands and
models. Thus, I’ll go thru their “selection” criteria and
give you the catalog “by sheer numbers,” so to speak.
I will get to my point about all this during the
conclusion of the article, so read on, my friends!
Categories of Releases
Lancaster has these release categories to select from
• Handheld Trigger Releases
Continued on the Next Page
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• Back Tension Releases
• Resistance Activated Releases
• Release Straps
• Release Accessories
Archery Style
• Olympic Recurve (Yes, they have releases listed
under this archery style!)
• Compound Target
• 3-D Archery
• Recreational
• Bowhunting
Manufacturer (I’m only including release aid manufacturers)
To save you time and AFm Space, I’m going to only
list releases for Compound Target, since AFm focuses mostly upon Compound Target. Technically,
Olympic Recurve does not allow release aids.
• 30-06 Outdoors – 2 releases, both are wrist strap.
• Allen – 1 release aid, a wrist pull Caliper entry level
release
• B3 Archery 6 release aids, 4 hinge style, two wrist
strap first finger trigger
• Carter Handheld Trigger: 19; Back Tension: 6;
Resistance Activated: 5; Index Finger Releases: 5;
Wrist Straps: 2 products
• Cobra Handheld Trigger: 2; Back Tension: 1;
Resistance Activated: 1; Index Finger Releases: 4
• Hot Shot Handheld Releases: 4; Back Tension
Releases: 2; Index Finger 1
• HTM Index finger release: 1
• Jim Fletcher Handheld Trigger: 1; Index Finger: 2
• MyBo (Merlin) Handheld Trigger: 3
• No Limit Archery Handheld Trigger: 1; Back
Tension: 1; Index Finger: 2
• Scott Archery Handheld Trigger: 1; Back Tension:
6; Index finger: 5; Release Straps: 8
• Siegfried Release Handheld Trigger: 1; Resistance
Activated: 2; Index Finger: 1
• Spot Hogg Handheld Trigger: 4; Index Finger: 3
• Stan Handheld Trigger: 8; Back Tension: 10;
Resistance Activated: 6; Index Finger: 1; Release
Accessories: 9
• T.R.U. Ball Handheld Trigger: 20; Back Tension:
14; Resistance Activated: 1; Index Finger: 9; Release
Straps: 5; Release Accessories: 9
• Third Hand “Cannot Fire Release” for safety and
archery shops.
• Tru-Fire Handheld Trigger: 2; Back Tension: 3;
Index Finger: 3; Release Straps: 1; Release
Accessories: 1
• TruGlo Index Finger: 2
8

More Options
Can you see where I’m going with this? I shall continue, because the selection process gets even dicier. In
addition to the manufacturer’s listings of their releases, Lancaster’s offers even more options besides just
the “name” of the release aid. There are: New Arrivals,
Staff Picks, Specials, Release “Options” (10 options
offered), Model (34 choices under this selection.
Then comes Size (7 options relating to release
aids), Color (70 Choices, most of which are for string
material), not to mention a selection for “Popular
Color”). Finally there is even a selection for the buyer
to see the “ProPicks.”
The Sum of it All
Yes, I certainly could have shortened this article to
summarize how many different products for each
archery style are listed in this catalog! However, what
fun is that? It wouldn’t have broken this down by
manufacturer, which is really important! You the
reader also would not get the gist of what I’m going
to drive home soon. Keep reading!
Below is the final sum of the products listed in
the Lancaster’s catalog as of this writing. Please be
advised that each manufacturer above may not have
all of their products listed in the Lancaster’s catalog!
In fact, I know this to be true simply from my experience with Carter and Stan releases, among others. Of
course this is all offerings of all manufacturers listed
in the Lancaster’s Catalog
Hand Held Trigger Releases 79 Products
Back Tension Releases 51 Products
Resistance Activated Releases 15 Products
Index Finger Releases 121 Products. Yes, 121 products for Index Finger Releases! Oof-dah!
Release Straps 20 Products
Release Accessories 41 Products
Conclusion
You have hopefully taken a gander at the sheer number of release manufacturers that sport their wares in
the Lancaster’s Archery catalog. Those are not all the
release aid manufacturers there are, but it is reasonably close. I chose Compound Target Archery mainly
because Archery Focus magazine deals primarily with
Target Archery and the fact that Olympic Style
Archery does not allow release aids. The subject of the
article clearly deals only with release aids. Maybe it
would be fun to do an article concerning the selections of finger tabs for recurved bow shooters?
By showing you the number of manufacturers and
Archery Focus

the number of products each manufacturer has listed
in the catalog, it should be clear to you by now just
how difficult it has become for any archer to be able
to select “the” release aid that is a true fit for them!
Which one do you choose out of 79
products if you want a handheld
trigger release aid? Heaven help you
if you are trying to choose one out
of 121 index finger releases. Most
shooters try many, many release
aids and get overwhelmed with
deciding which one is “the” one
for them. They try out, and some
even purchase several different
models from several different
manufacturers. Then, they shoot
10 or 20 shots to see what feels
good. Quite often, the shooter
doesn’t take any time to set the
travel or the tension or if it is a
wrist strap to set the release to
the correct length to fit their anchor or style. With
handhelds, they don’t take the time to set the travel
correctly or set the tension on the trigger; they leave it
at the factory setting and try to make a decision from
there. With back tension releases (aka triggerless
releases), most shooters first try to use a friend’s

release that is set for the experienced friend’s style.
That experiment at the least normally ends up with a
bent arrow or a fat lip. At the worst, it ends up with
dental work. That person has a fear of back tension
releases forever after that.
Most intermediate shooters
I’ve dealt with are always messing
with a new brand, style or model
of release aid. Or, if they stick
with a style and model, they are
constantly piddling with the settings and thereby are never really
learning how to shoot that release
aid as well as they could if they
would follow the simple rule: “Set it
and forget it.” Most shooters I know
will change settings all the time,
always hunting for that sweet spot.
They get the release aid working well
for a shooting session. Then they
come back and the next time things
don’t go well and what is the first
thing they do? They change a setting on the release
aid because “the release aid changed on me.” That
release is inanimate. That release is mechanical and
won’t change on its own (unless it is a cheap release
Continued on the Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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aid with loose parts). The shooter changed something
between sessions, but rather than take the blame as an
individual, the release is at fault and it gets “fixed”.
With the hundreds of choices out there today and
the number of adjustments than can be made on
whatever release you choose, I cannot emphasize
enough to pick one style and model of release aid, set
it up, and learn how to shoot that release! Don’t keep
buying other brands, styles, and models of releases in
search of the magic bullet. There is an old adage that
“anything new works . . . once.” This cannot be truer
when it comes to release aids and release adjustments.
I told you at the beginning that I am the “King of
Piddle.” I’ve spent 50 years and heaven only knows
how much time, effort, and money searching for that
magic bullet in a release aid. I wised up one time and
chose one release aid and put the others either into
the drawer or on the auction block. I worked with that
single release aid for nearly 20 years, and to this day,
those FailSafe II by Dean Pridgen release aids have
never been touched with regard to their settings.
When I was shooting the Stans with rope around the
string, I never touched the setting on the moon once
I got them set. I have set up my Stan and my two
Carter Only releases and will not change that setting.
They were working fine once I set them, so that is
where they stay.

which style and model of release fits them the best. I
will tell you this, which is a line from the movie
“Ghosts in the Darkness” with Michael Douglas and
Val Kilmer. Remington (Michael Douglas) says,
“Never go into battle with an untested weapon.” This
applies to those pros who show up at a tournament
with a different release aid. They have tested it and
they have it set. It might be their first tournament
with the release, but it is far from the first time they’ve
shot arrows using it. If it goes bad, they have their
“backup” ready to rumble.
Just because a new model of a Particular Brand
and Style of release aid comes out doesn’t mean you
have to go out and spend over $200 to try it out!
Think twice before doing that, because nine times out
of ten, you will end up going backwards with regard
to your score. You’ll get discouraged and start to mess
with it when in essence you simply made a bad decision and are trying to fix something that isn’t broken.
Good Shooting, and good luck trying to go
through that huge selection list of releases!
Tom Dorigatti

“My recommendation still
stands: Pick one style, one
model (of the right size to fit
your hand), set it up, and leave it
alone.”
So, looking above, you, the reader, have your work
cut out for you as to what you want to “try.” My recommendation still stands: Pick one style, one model
(of the right size to fit your hand), set it up, and leave
it alone. Learn to shoot it the way it is now set. Most
of the high quality releases, regardless of manufacturer will not change settings unless you change the setting.
One last note: Nearly all the Professionals get
their release aids for free. They are also experts and
can change styles and models or even brands of
releases without too much ado. Many even have
releases named after them. Many change manufacturers quite often. They are experts, but they all started
where most of you readers are today: Trying to decide
10
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Reduced Duplex Target
Faces for Cramped
Quarters Shooting
by William Moltzan
Most competitive archers know shooting at a shot out
target with only a center hole left isn’t the best aiming
picture. But when practicing at close distances like
home basement or garage shot out targets are the
norm. Once you get out to an outdoor or even indoor
full length range you find pretty quickly that your
home practice was mostly for stamina, not aiming.

The first reduced target I ever shot at, was made
by my mother by taking different dishes from the
kitchen: cups, bowls, saucers, etc. and drew circles on
a piece of cardboard. I was about six years old and my
bow shot arrows with suction cups on the ends and
somehow stuck to the targets. She was familiar with
archery as her cousins built their own bows, preWorld War 2. When I was older and used a real bow,
I kept up the tradition by drawing target faces using a
compass on letter paper. Once I got my first computer and printer in the mid 1980’s I was printing off targets with whatever software that had circles in it, but
with no color as of yet. Now we have color printers
Archery Focus

that can spit out a print in seconds. The negative side
of that is color printing is expensive. The targets only
last a few shots and then the center is shot out . . . no
more 9- or 10-rings.
I have a way to make those reduced targets in
color and not damage them at all—the Duplex
Target. We’ll make two targets with the same exact
dimensions but one is in color and the
other isn’t. We’ll space the “black and
white” one above the colored one at a fixed
distance then sight in to be aiming at the
colored one, while the arrows hit the top
one. You’ll always have a perfect colored
target to aim at and you can easily replace
the non-colored one when you can no
longer figure out the scoring rings. The
non-colored targets are cheap to make.
Make a master and use a copier or take it
to office supply and have them make
batches of them.
In this Archery DIY article, I’ll
demonstrate how to calculate the ring size
for a given distance reduced from the actual distance
of 70, 50 or 18 meters. Then I’ll show how to make
the targets . . . using a word processor! Since there’s an
endless number of word processors, spreadsheet, and
presentation software tools out there, I’ll demonstrate
on an old one I have, MS Word. The principles are
the same no matter what you use to do it.
Here’s the formula. (Warning I’m going to use
inches and feet instead of centimeters and meters. If
you are allergic to Imperial measures, you’ll have to do
a little converting.)
I start with 50 m = 164 ft. Divide all circle diamContinued on the Next Page
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eters by 164 then multiply them by the distance you
want to the target for in feet. I’ve already calculated
the 122 cm, 80 cm and 40 cm reduced targets for 28
ft, my distance from my recreation room to the
attached garage. I rounded them at the hundredths
place because at that point it’s such a small amount, it
doesn’t matter (± 0.01 ). See the table at the right.
I’m going to demonstrate my target creating
process using MS Word on the 50 m 80 cm six ring
target as I can get three of them on a standard printer paper page.
Drag a circle or ellipse object to the screen.

Right click on it to get to the Format Properties
Set it to have the same width and height then set
the Maintain Aspect Ratio so whatever size you make
you only need to do it on one dimension.

While in Format Properties, go to Layout, then
Advanced. Set the horizontal and vertical properties
12

Recurve Outdoor 122 cm @ 70 m / 230 ft
(Each Zone adds 12.2 cm to the face.)
Value Ring Color OD (cm) OD (in) @28 ft (in)
X
Yellow
6.1
2.4
0.29
10 Yellow
12.2
4.8
0.58
9
Yellow
24.4
9.6
1.17
8
Red
36.6
14.4
1.75
7
Red
48.8
19.2
2.34
6
Blue
61
24.0
2.92
5
Blue
73.2
28.8
3.51
4
Black
85.4
33.6
4.09
3
Black
97.6
38.4
4.67
2
White
109.8
43.2
5.26
1
White
122
48.0
5.84
Indoor 40 cm @ 18 m / 60 ft
(Each Zone adds 4.0 cm to the face.)
Value Ring Color OD (cm) OD (in) @28 ft (in)
X
Yellow
2
7.79
0.37
10 Yellow
4
1.57
0.73
9
Yellow
8
3.15
1.47
8
Red
12
4.72
2.20
7
Red
16
6.30
2.94
6
Blue
20
7.87
3.67
5
Blue
24
9.45
4.41
4
Black
28
11.02
5.14
3
Black
32
12.60
5.88
2
White
36
14.17
6.61
1
White
40
15.70
7.35
Compound Outdoor 80 cm @ 50 m / 164 ft
(Each Zone adds 8 cm to the face.)
Value Ring Color OD (cm) OD (in) @28 ft (in)
X
Yellow
4
1.57
0.27
10 Yellow
8
3.15
0.54
9
Yellow
16
6.30
1.08
8
Red
24
9.45
1.61
7
Red
32
12.60
2.15
6
Blue
40
15.75
2.69
5
Blue
48
18.90
3.23
4
Black
56
22.04
3.76
3
Black
64
25.20
4.30
2
White
72
28.35
4.84
1
White
80
31.5
5.38

to center it on the page.
Set the color, in this case light blue for the outer
ring of the 6-ring 80 cm target. Also make the
line/border thicker and make sure it’s black.
Create another circle in the same way and set the
size width to the next colored ring. Center it as well.
You can also copy and past then just change the size
Archery Focus

Print off a set of black and white target faces on
regular paper.

and color and center it.
Do this until all the rings are created and centered
nicely within each other.
Select all the rings either by dragging a selecting
ring around all of them or hold the shift or ctrl key
while individually selecting each ring, depending on
your software. Right click the group and select the
grouping option. This locks all the rings together so
you can move it around or copy it as if it were a single object. Your software may use different keys but all
the procedures I’ve mentioned, I’ve also found in
other products including some CAD programs.

Now drag your target face to where you want it on
your paper. Copy it if you want more than one. I can
fit three reduced 80 cm faces on a single sheet of
paper. When you get the final layout, save it and make
a copy of the document. Go to the copy and click on
each ring and select the color and remove the color by
selecting “no-fill.” Leave the borders as those are the
scoring rings.
Archery Focus

Using index card stock or 80 to 90 lb thick paper
stock, available at your office supply, print off a set of
the colored targets.
Here’s how I build the duplex targets. I try to
have my colored center five inches below the noncolored one. The 3.23 colored targets are positioned
about 1.25 from the edge in the word processor. I
then cut down the middle about 0.25” away from the
other side of the bull’s-eye. The 1.25” side will get
taped to the non-colored targets. The piece of heavy
paper with colored targets on them is about 4.25”
wide. 0.25” from one edge and 1.25” from the other.
We don’t need to cut the non-colored targets.

Now we take the colored target and, being frugal,
I make a “poor man’s laminate” using clear packaging
tape. The reason for this is when we tape it to the
uncolored paper target, we want to be able to remove
it easily after it’s shot out to replace it. The colored
section will last indefinitely. Going along the longer
length of the paper, put tape along the top edge to
each end edge. Some overlap is fine that wraps around
the back side. Do this until the entire front and back
Continued on the Next Page
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is covered in the clear tape. Don’t worry about any
wrinkles, just press them flat. Lay something on one
side of the target like a roll of masking tape to hold it
down. When you attempt to put the tape on it, the
static will lift it off the table onto the tape, maybe
where you don’t want it. No worries though, just put
some more tape on it. We don’t want any paper unexposed. It’s now laminated, kind of.

Now we position the uncolored target under the
colored so the centers are exactly five inches apart.
Using masking tape, tape the two pieces together. Do
the same on the back side. I ganged two sets together
to give me six target faces across. That’s optional.
Now you have a six-spot duplex target that you
can use over and over again (see far right). The only
consideration is if you can keep your arrows in the

Archery DIY

Need An Archery Book for Kids?
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
14
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non-colored target. I’m sure you can but you can
reduce the number of targets and spread them out
more, even put the non-colored section higher and readjust your sight to hit there.
Another benefit to these duplex targets is that you
have your sight set more like it’s outdoor with your
pin or aperture lower. I’m about half way between my
18 m and 50 m sight settings on my bow.
We’re done! Let’s go shoot some arrows! Wherever
you can!

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Get a Grip!
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
hand movement. The Sweet Spot (Center of
Pressure) is easy to position and you can control the
torque with little difficulty.
Moving outdoors will increase the challenges you
face with finding your grip. While rain will only contribute limited movement of the hand in the grip,
your sweat in oppressive heat will result in more
movement due to the fact that your sweat will include
oils from your skin, producing a more slippery grip
surface.
When I started out shooting in the late 1950’s the
grip was the easiest thing to master. Everyone who
shot well seemed to be shooting “straight wrist”
which is currently often referred to as “high wrist.”
What is the perfect grip?
Like everything else you aspire to with your form and The reason it worked so beautifully was that you used
in your equipment setup you must transform the vari- the muscles in your hand and forearm to extend your
ables into constants. You accomplish this by finding a hand into the bow in such a manner that the only
grip that is repeatable and free of torque. That sounds thing that touched the bow was the web of your hand
simple, at first thought, but remember all the condi- in the pivot point of the bow grip. The Sweet Spot
tions you will shoot in and rethink what is actually (Center of Pressure) and the Pivot Point were the
repeatable. One general rule that should apply to same location. However, as people shot longer distances and needed heavier
everyone in all conditions
bows to compete, it
is to relax your bow hand.
became increasingly diffiA relaxed bow hand is
cult to shoot over 100
repeatable; it will not
arrows a day without riskbetray you by changing
ing injury.
and torqueing your bow
Some of us along the
during the shot but
way,
specifically
beyond relaxing your bow
Pennsylvania’s
Barry
hand there are some speWeinperl and I, actually
cific points we need to
tried competing shooting
drive home.
with a Split Finger bow
When you’re working
grip, with the heel of the
on your form in a climate
hand on the grip area and
controlled indoor range
you don’t think much
the pivot point of the bow
about rain or extreme
between our index and
A straight wrist bow grip.
heat, both of which cause
middle finger. I went so
You have taken your stance on the shooting
line and now it’s time to get a grip on the bow. Of all
the steps of shooting what could be easier?
While that’s what most archers and bowhunters
think nothing could be farther from the truth. Your
grip is the first opportunity you have to screw up your
shot. In fact, if your bow is tuned perfectly and you
perform every other aspect of your shot to perfection,
but your grip isn’t right, it just won’t matter. The
degree of error in your hand placement, whether vertical or horizontal, will produce increasingly more disappointing results.

16
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far as to install a chrome gear shift knob onto my grip
and would cup the ball in my open palm and shoot
split finger. Now that was a no torque set up that I
may have to play with again someday.
I have also seen other efforts by archers over the
years to try to improve the consistency of grip placement. Most archers even know guys who have gotten
tattoos on their bow hand just to help them get the
right location. I never had a problem setting the web
but when I shot a wooden tournament bow I would
put a screw in the lower part of the grip and cut the
head off of it so I could feel the exact placement of the
heel of my hand. Yes, there was occasionally blood
before I smoothed it off, but there was always pain, to
show me the way.
Not everyone is as nuts as I am about getting
hand position right, but you must take it relatively
seriously if you’re still reading this. Your reward for
hanging in there this long is to give you a trick to help
you judge just how repeatable and torque free your
grip is. Just grab a bottle of baby powder and head to
the range. Shoot a few arrows just so you feel like
you’re in the groove. Now, sprinkle baby powder all
over your grip and then all over your bow hand, where
it contacts the bow. Now get back on the shooting
line, place your hand into the bow grip, nock an arrow

and take a shot. Be careful, because if you have much
torque in your bow hand normally, you may lose control of the bow. If you feel movement in your hand
you may want to try the following.
Grip Procedure
1. Grip Loosely
Hold the grip loosely as you nock the arrow.
2. Add String Tension
While continuing to hold the grip loosely place
your tab or release on the string and add a little
tension to the string.
3. Set Web in Pivot
Work the web of your bow hand as high as possible into the throat of the riser, placing the center
line of your hand on the center of the pivot point
of the bow.
4. Relax Hand onto Grip
Relax your bow hand down onto the grip in a
manner that places the thumbpad of your hand
onto the grip with the timeline just to the left of
the center of the riser and the fingers of the left
hand curled and set at a 45 degree angle (for righthanded archers). The best description I ever heard
to understand this hand position is from Larry
Continued on the Next Page

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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location.
Wise who simply
The geometry of the
explains that you just
bow grip is itself an
point your index finger
important factor in just
at the target then open
how easy it is to shoot.
your hand and curl
While you can learn to
your fingers. You’ll
shoot any grip without
notice that they are at
torqueing it, I find that
the 45-degree angle
the narrower the grip, the
we are looking for.
easier it is to shoot torque
Now draw the bow to
free. The narrow grip proyour anchor taking notice
vides so little surface area
of any torque, left or
that it almost forces you
right. If you feel any
to shoot it properly. The
torque let the bow down,
Bow hand knuckles at 45 degrees from horizontal.
exception is, of course, if
rotate your grip slightly in
the opposite direction of the torque you felt and draw you choose to grip the bow tightly you can still torque
again. Once you have established a grip position the grip.
Tens of thousands of years after the bow was
where you do not feel any torque, note the location
and try to repeat the placement and draw ten times. invented the best grip angle is still in question and the
The next test is to see if you can shoot this new grip experimentation continues. We have shot nearly verconsistently. Naturally, you will want to check your tical broom stick grips and almost horizontal straight
tune. It will let you know if you have made a change wrist grips. While compound manufacturers have all
significant enough to require you to retune your bow. seemed to go to the low narrow grips to help archers
Note It is not unusual to have to retune after mak- shoot their bows in a manner that compliments their
ing this change to your grip. Normally you will expe- engineering for better performance, recurves still
rience a high nock due to the Sweet Spot moving up seem to offer grips in the 30 to 45-degree range to
slightly closer to the pivot point and possibly a slight provide more choice. It is thought that the lower grips
adjustment left or right as a result of reducing or are easier to shoot consistently by average archer and
eliminating the torque you had previously experi- that the higher grips seem to be shot more successfully by more skilled comenced.
petitors. The fact is that if
I would like to share
you have the skill to keep
one important reminder
from heeling the bow or
at this point. Once you
topping the grip when
establish the relationship
you execute your shot,
you want between your
then you can probably
hand and the bow grip
benefit from going to an
don’t allow it to change
even steeper angle which
when you change dishas the effect of closing
tances or shoot up hill or
the gap between the locadown in field or 3-D
tions of the sweet spot
competition. It is imporand the pivot point. Note
tant to remember that you
The Pivot Point is at the
can only successfully
exact center of a recurve
maintain this relationship
bow. Having the Center
by adapting to changes in
of Pressure (the Sweet
bow arm elevation by
bending at the waist. This
Spot) at that point makes
allows everything else to
the bow very balanced.
remain the same, draw
Any movement away
The Pressure Point (dot) and centerline of a grip. Pressure left or
length, string contact with
from that spot changes
right of the line causes left-right bow torque; above or below the
Pivot Point causes up-down torque.
your face and bow hand
that balance and will
18
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require tiller adjustments in order to compensate for
the change that is made.
Getting a Grip on the Facts
1. Your Grip Can be Too High!
Once you have tuned your bow based on your current grip location, if you slide higher into the grip
your arrows will go low as a result of the new location.
2. Your Grip Can be Too Low!
Once you have tuned your bow based on your current grip location, if you place your hand lower on
the grip your arrows will go high as a result of the
new location.
3. Your Grip Can be Too Far Left!
Once you have tuned your bow based on your current grip location, if you grip the bow farther to
the left the arrow will have the tendency to shoot
to the right.
4. Your Grip Can be Too Far Right!
Once you have tuned your bow based on your current grip location, if you grip the bow farther to
the right the arrow will have the tendency to shoot
to the left.
5. Your Grip Can be Too Tight!
In addition to choking the performance out of

your bow, nothing improves your ability to torque
your bow more than getting a tight grip on it while
you’re applying the torque. (Hint: Relax your bow
hand!)
6. You Can Fall Asleep at the Switch!
A True Confession – One of my archers learned a
terrible lesson when just before being called to the
shooting line at the National Championships he
chose to put a gob of sunscreen in his bow hand
before applying it to his arms and legs. Needless to
say, things did not go well. Being able to hold the
bow is kind of a prerequisite to being able to shoot
your arrows.
Thanks for allowing me to share these thoughts with
you. I look forward to seeing you on the shooting
field.

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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The Compleat Archer,
Pt 3 of 3
by Hugh D.H. Soar
In this, the final Part of “The Compleat Archer,”
we will look at what was perhaps the oldest form of
recreational archery: shooting for distance. For
“flight shooting,” as we know it today, has been
around since medieval times and as a feature of
warfare much longer still. Our Saxon ancestors
were well acquainted with the isenscur or “arrowstorm,” for as history records, it was the Norman
use of massed archery at Senlac (Hastings) in 1066
that hastened defeat of the Saxon “shield wall.”
As time passed, there were local competitions,
“keeping a length,” at which no doubt pennies
changed hands, and strong shooters were admired
and feted. It was not, however, until the sixteenth
century that the state took a direct interest. In
1537, archer king Henry VIII decreed that contests
for distance be held in London and elsewhere at
which meaningful prizes were to be given.
The first of these took place on Finsbury Fields
in London City in August of that year, convened by
royal proclamation: when shall be held severall games
of shotinge in the felds of finsburie.
Three arrow forms were to be contested: the
“Standard Arrow,” a definition of which is uncertain still today, but was probably a “run of the mill”
sheaf arrow. The “Bearing Arrow,” one specially
selected to fly well and true, perhaps with a “breasted” profile to reduce initial “wiggle,” and the
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“Flight Arrow,” a category left to personal choice
and specially created for purpose. Lengths and profiles of this latter choice may have varied, together
with wood used, according to personal choice.
Winners of each category were rewarded,
either financially or by a crown of equivalent value.
Specific distances were set for Flight, and these
indicate the expectations of sixteenth century longbowmen: shots in excess of 400 (20 score) yards
fetched eight pence; those in excess of 440 (22
score) yards got twelve pence, whilst anyone
achieving 480 yards and beyond were rewarded
with twenty pence.
For comparison, the Marks set on Finsbury
Fields for recreational shooting were maximised at
18 score (360 yards), a distance which perhaps
reflects the lower poundage of the recreational bow.
However there was just one excessive distance
recorded: a shot of 27 score, or 540 yards, an outstanding achievement which seemingly was never
repeated.
Nothing is said about changing bows, but if
allowed it seems likely that the flight bow differed
in some way from that used for standard and bearing arrows.
Thanks to the Mary Rose archaeologists we are
fortunate to have a large selection of 16th century
war-bows to examine, they vary from 80 to 160 lbs
Archery Focus

in draw weight, and a multitude of sheaf arrows for
examination and can speculate at will about those
thought best suited to competition.
Although organised shooting at marks was
both encouraged by authority and enjoyed by the
participants, shooting for distance was largely a
rural pastime. Strangely, perhaps, Roger Ascham
makes no direct mention of it or the style of stance
or technique adopted by those practising it. It is
left to an anonymous contemporary Frenchman for
detailed aspects of the flight shaft. He is the author
of L’Art d’Archerie published early in the 15th century.
I paraphrase his views: ‘Every flight arrow
should be of light and stiff wood. Those made in this
Country are not so good as those in England as we do
not have the same wood. Birch and cherry are there
available and preferred. Every flight arrow should be
fletched with pigeon or duck and there is just one quill
in each wing suitable. Flight arrows are slight to fly
further, wit heads of iron or brass. Some have three
feathers, some six, and some nine. (presumably in
sequences of three). The idea here seems to be to
induce a glide; an enticing theory but negated by
the effect of drag and dismissed by our French
expert as of little value to shoot well.

Of the shaft, he offers either solid (self ) or hollow. The latter bored up to the shaftment and filled
with lead or mercury and considered advantageous but
‘dishonourable’ because of the advantage this gives.
What value weight gave is unclear, although correctly positioned it could help as we shall later see.
The length of the French flight arrow at that time
is not given.
There was a curious distinction between their
flight arrows and those used for target and butt
shooting. For the latter fletches were glued on, for
flight they were secured by waxed thread. The distinction was thought important then, if obscure
today. The fletches were short and cut low.
Shafts were baked, presumably to reduce water
content and induce stiffness.
The manuscript contains much more information and, by preceding Ascham by forty years, is the
oldest medieval treatise on archery.
We turn now to Eastern fight shooting, and in particular to Turkish practices which have resulted in
very considerable distances. The power of the
Turkish bow was demonstrated in 1794 to early
members of the Toxophilite Society when
Continued on the Next Page

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
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Mahmoud Effendi, a
Turkish Envoy was visiting England, he was
invited to display his
skill and, shooting with
the wind achieved 482
yards. His draw weight is
not
recorded,
but
Turkish bows were, and
are, particularly strong;
those
with
him
Turkish Flight Bow dated 1782. Note the siper with the orange braid attached. Photo courtesy of
estimated it at over 60
Andrew Hall.
lbs. His 251⁄2 inch arrow
was drawn to 28 inches using a siper (A form of The third is largely concerned with theoretical
overdraw attached to the archer’s wrist or occasion- technicalities as might be expected from the coauthor of Archery, the Technical Side. Paterson’s
ally the bow. Ed.).
For comparison the distance record in England book, however, is easy on both eye and brain, and
for that year was 335 yards, attained by bowyer although it draws upon wisdom from the 14th cenThomas Waring using one of his own longbows tury, it is highly recommended for the selective
and in 1798 a Mr. Troward achieved 340 yards, reader.
So, to the shot. Season, weather, time of day
although the type of bow wasn’t recorded.
As most serious flight archers recognise, it was are all favourable, and the terrain is compatible,
the Turks who reigned supreme in the matter (the string is well-stretched, bow (with built-in siper if
science) of distance shooting, and it is to them and composite recurve or hand held if not) is fresh
their wisdom that we will now turn. Those who braced with deep fistmele. All is ready and waiting
take a deeper interest in the subject both in practice for the dynamic stance and slashing loose . . . or the
and in theory will be familiar with books dealing calm positioning and attention to angle. But, what
with the varied aspects of Turkish shooting. For about the arrow?
It is with this that Paterson is concerned, and
those who aren’t but would like to be, the writer
suggests three. They are Arab Archery by Faris and in this brief summary I will outline his comments,
Elmer, Saracen Archery by Latham and Paterson, taken from pages 107 -110 of his book, headlined
and Turkish Archery and the Composite Bow by “The Behaviour of Flight Arrows.”
Stand-by now for the technical stuff. A norKlopsteg. Of these, the first offers general advice
on shooting technique in the first quarter of the mally fletched wooden target arrow, straight or
15th Century, amongst much other relevant stuff. breasted has its centre of gravity (CG or balance
point) some 2 to 3 inches in front of the geometric
centre (GC) with the centre of pressure (CP i.e.
that exerted by the initial upward force) concentrated 2 to 3 inches behind this, a feature influenced by the significant presence of the fletchings.
Now, the distance between the CP and the CG is
known as the “righting moment” or “long axis” and
it is this which controls the arrow’s adherence to
the ballistic parabola (beginning ideally at 43½
degrees at launch and 54 degrees at landing).
With me so far? Stick with it, for we’re coming
to the interesting bit.
So much then for the “normal” shaft. The flight
shaft, however, is made differently. Turkish arrow
profiles have their CG or balance point behind the
GC . And since they have such small vanes, the CP
Thorley Flight bows and shafts.
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is moved forward and lies adjacent to the CG. In
consequence, the “long axis” is substantially
reduced, and the arrow no longer ‘pitches’ in concert with the ballistic parabola but continues at its
apex as a ‘glider’ until velocity is overcome by gravity.
All clear? Good!
Having digested this, and with past flight
champion George Thorley’s arrows to hand, I
checked dimensions. These weigh just 10 g and
have an overall length of 181⁄2 inches; a GC at 91⁄4
inches and a CG at 81⁄2 inches, providing for a CP
or flight axis of just 3⁄4 inch vanes are triangular
and plastic, 1⁄2˝ long by 1⁄4˝ high. The shaft profile
is lightly barrelled.
These dimensions broadly follow those of a
Turkish flight shaft, and this arrow would have
achieved a distance in excess of that dictated by a
normal ballistic parabola. The Thorley Flight bow
and shafts are illustrated (below left on previous
page). Note the built in siper.
Finally, a suggestion for those who choose the
traditional English longbow. Why not fit a belly
wedge to your weapon (see photo at right) by diverting an “overdraw” following an over-enthusiastic

This belly wedge comes from an 18th century Scottish bow by Grant
of Edinburgh. If the arrow is drawn past the edge of the bow, the
wedge prevents the point from catching on the belly surface which
can result in the explosive destruction of a wooden arrow.

slashing loose, this avoids the danger to all and
sundry of a shattered shaft. We have the Scots to
thank for this early innovation.
Good (flight) shooting!

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Shoulder Mobility
Exercises
by Nick Kershaw
Shoulders play a big part in archery. Lifting the bow,
holding the bow steady, and resisting being compressed under the power of the bow whilst pulling the
string and holding the bow on target.
On average an archer can pull more weight in a
competition than a power lifter, yet archers have less
muscle bulk. It’s all down to technique in both sports
and both sports rely on the shoulders.
Correct movement, quality movement, controlled
movement during exercise will reduce the likelihood
of injury. Using these exercises will included other
skills like the ability to see how these movements fit
into your shot. That and mentally visualising yourself
shooting your bow is just as good as shooting your
bow.

Scapular Mobility
These exercises are designed to give more freedom of
movement to your scapulae, an essential element in
being a better archer.

1.
2.

3.

4.

Scapular Squeeze
Stand in your shooting stance, feet shoulder width
apart with correct posture (see photos below).
Take your arms out sideways to 90 degrees with
you thumbs pointing as far backwards as possible
without causing pain.
Tighten the muscles between your shoulder
blades, moving your arms slowly to the rear again
without causing pain.
Hold for five seconds then relax slowly.
Repeat five times

Scapular Squeeze
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Shoulder Shrug

Shoulder Shrug
1. Stand in your shooting stance, feet shoulder width
apart with correct posture
2. Lift your shoulders up as if trying to touch your
ears, this is the wrong position
3. Push your fingers to the floor without hunching
forward.
4. Lift your arms to point at the corner of the
wall/floor and shrug up then push your fingers in
to the bottom of the wall.
5. Lift your arms to 90 degrees shrug back and up
then push your fingers towards the wall.
6. Lift your arms to the top of the wall shrug backwards and then push to the top of the wall
7. Lift your arms vertically shrug down, feeling your
scapular move, push up to the ceiling
Repeat five times—adding light hand weights can
increase the muscle around your shoulders and
Archery Focus

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

1.

rotator cuff muscles.
Shoulder Twists
Stand in your shooting stance, with feet shoulder
width apart with correct posture
Lift your arms out to your sides, thumbs pointing
upwards.
Fold your forearms in to your chest.
Twist your upper body slowly first one way as far
as you can without feeling pain. Hold for 5 seconds.
Slowly twist the other way as far as you can and
hold for 5 seconds and return to start position.
Repeat five times—adding identical light weights
to each hand will increase shoulder stability
Shoulder Draw Drill
Stand in your shooting stance, feet shoulder width
apart with correct posture.
Continued on the Next Page
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Shoulder Twists

2. One hand at a time, curl your fingers as though
hooking them on your bow’s string.
3. Place curled fingers at the top of your sternum.
4. Ensure your elbow is level or slightly raised,
uncurl your fingers slowly, keeping the fingers
lightly pressed to the sternum.
5. Move your scapulae towards your spine, hold,
then return to start position.
Repeat five times.
During this drill you should visualise drawing your
bow with your shoulders.
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Shoulder Draw Drill
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Want to Get Better?
Learn to See Patterns
by Steve Ruis
Ever have a student, toward the beginner end
of the ability spectrum, shoot a quite nice group but,
say, left of the center and high, who retrieves his
arrows and repeats that performance? I have seen
some who do that end after end and then submit a
very poor score, having shot excellent groups (for
their stage of development). So, why didn’t they see
this and make an adjustment? I have to believe they
saw the pattern: Arrow #1 high and left, Arrow #2,
high and left, . . . but they clearly didn’t know what to
do about it. For some of these relative newcomers,
they just think they shot poorly.
Becoming a better archer involves learning to see
patterns and also learning what to do about them.
This is a long and windy road kind of process we have
all gone through, at least in part, and it has two significant roadblocks: not seeing things that are there
and seeing things that aren’t there.
While addressing this whole topic is much larger
than a single article can address, we can get a good
start. First, let’s look at . . . learning to see things that
are there.
Not Seeing Things That Are There
This is somewhat easy to address as most of this is
due to “not looking.”
Consider this scenario: a young archer who has a
desire to shoot a really good score at this competition
starts out by shooting a 6 on the 10-point target face.
He immediately becomes disappointed. Is this feeling
justified?
If you answered “no,” because a feeling of disapArchery Focus

pointment will not support shooting the subsequent
shots well, good on you, but the answer is “we can’t
tell.” To show you why we can’t tell, how would you
feel about this if I told you the last time this archer
shot a 6 was three years ago? How about if I told you
instead that in a 36 arrow round, he typically shot
eight to nine 6’s? In the first case, the 6 is clearly an
aberration and in the second it is a normal outcome.
In order to see things that are really there, you
need to be able to know what it is that you are seeing
and the context into which it belongs. We also do not
want to overreact to a single arrow because there are
so many causes for its hit point to not represent the
state of the other arrows or the state of the archer’s
skill. Cause for that performance range from the
arrow had a small crack that grew into a larger one on
the last practice shot, to there was a gust of wind
down range, to the arrow’s point came out in the bale
on the last shot and this was not noticed (this actually happened to me and now I inspect my arrows after
each and every shooting of them). In the case of the
archer shooting abundant 6’s, the disappointment
comes from wanting to get a better start, not from
“What the heck am I going to do now?”
To know the context you are shooting in, you
need to know a number of things. This is important
to learn, starting now, because at higher levels of performance a single poor arrow score can significantly
affect your outcome. All of this stuff needs to be
learned before you or your students reach that level.
Personal Patterns Things you need to know are
Continued on the Next Page
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“Learning to see patterns in
your behaviors, in your arrow hit
points, in the arrow patterns on
a multi-spot target face, etc. is a
key archery skill we all need to
be able to improve.”

basically what is “normal”
for you.
• the shape of your groups
• the sizes of your groups
• the consistency of your
scoring
. . . there’s more, but this is
just an article, not a book.
Ideally we would like
our groups to be round and be more concentrated
toward the center from the simple fact that a maximum score is achieved by packing the most arrows
into the highest scoring zones (in the center). If our
groups are left-right ovals, we end up trying to pack
our arrows into an even smaller high scoring zone,
which is disadvantageous to us.
To check to see if your arrows and your skills meet
these criteria, you can take a fresh target face (we used
to use a piece of newspaper with a dot in the middle,
but who has newspapers any more). At a practice session, shoot a large number of arrows aiming for the
center. Take the face down and draw horizontal and
vertical lines through the X in the center and count
how many arrow holes are in each quadrant. Ideally
one fourth of the arrow holes would be in each quadrant. Check how many arrows are in the top and bot-

tom halves and the left and
right halves (by adding the
quadrant scores). If these
are not roughly equivalent,
your group is off-center or
is not round.
Also, when you shoot
practice rounds, use metric
scoring (split each ring into
tenths and then assign scores to the tenth: for example, an arrow just out of the five ring might be a 4.9
or a 4.8. Adding up these arrow scores will be a measure of how centered your groups are and how tight
the groups are. Higher scores mean tighter groups.
You also need to know what mistakes are typical
for you to make. This, often enough, allows you to
have a “fix” at hand when they pop up. If you are
inclined to drop your bow arm, causing low arrow
hits, the appearance of low arrow hits suggests that
you focus upon your bow arm being “strong,” as the
most likely cause of that problem.
Inexperienced Recurve Barebow archers often
have days in which they are shooting low left and others on which they are shooting high right of center.
These “errors” are typical of a lack of draw length control. If our Barebow archer is feeling a bit lethargic, he

Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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may not be getting to full
draw. Short drawing the
bow means less energy
being delivered to the
arrows making them hit
low, plus that lower energy
transfer also makes the
arrow behave as if it is too
stiff, causing left hits (for a
right-handed archer), so
short draws make for lowleft hits. On a subsequent day, if our archer is feeling
frisky and energetic, he may be overdrawing his bow.
Long drawing the bow means more energy being
delivered to the arrows making them hit high, but
that higher energy transfer also makes the arrow
behave as if it is too weak, causing right hits, so long
draws make for high-right hits. All of this goes away
as archers gain more control over their draw length,
but still needs to be remembered because those patterns can still pop up from time to time. (Such problems actually never go away completely, they just
diminish in frequency of occurrence.)

first warm-up arrow, missed
the spot you were aiming at,
and felt disappointment!
Paying attention to those
“results” can lead to adjustments you do not want to
make. You are warming up,
for Pete’s sake, give your self
a few shots to identify
whether all of the appropriate “feels” are there and you
are locking into your shot process . . . before you start
tinkering. Making adjustments based upon arrows
shot poorly because you just hadn’t warmed up
enough, are guarantees of poor performances.
The “tools” mentioned above apply here, too. If,
after having warmed up, you are shooting left of center, what on Your List of Common Faults to Which
You Are Prey causes that and see if the fix for that
which normally works works again. If so, you are done.
If not, further sleuthing may be necessary. Maybe your
arrow rest moved, maybe a limb shifted over, maybe
you have a clearance problem, maybe. . . .

Seeing Things That Are Not There
How many times have you seen another archer, of
course not you, chase his tail trying to address a problem, a problem that turns out to not exist?
The classic case is of an archer who shoots a poor
shot and then adjusts his sight based upon that outcome and then shoots a good shot with a mis-set bow
sight that results in another poor arrow score. If he
makes another adjustment to his bow sight, he is officially “chasing his own tail.” (This would be funnier if
I hadn’t done this myself.)
One of the common ways of seeing things not
there is that of making judgments on too small sets of
results. The scenario above with the archer dismayed
at his initial arrow score of a 6 is typical. I have known
more than a few archers for whom a one arrow result
set of outcomes was sufficient for them to draw a conclusion. These were people who shot perfect score
after perfect score on indoor rounds. Not hitting the
spot with any arrow was a major mistake . . . for them.
But most archers are not at this level. Most of us need
to see more than one arrow to see a pattern. Be very
careful about making judgments, especially in practice, based upon just a few arrows. It is for this reason,
amongst others, that I suggest that my students warm
up blank bale. None of us is seemingly capable of
ignoring arrow scores. Tell me you haven’t shot your

Conclusion
Learning to see patterns in your behaviors, in your
arrow hit points, in the arrow patterns on a multi-spot
target face, etc. is a key archery skill we all need to be
able to improve. In archery, we need to be working on
those things that will make us better. If we can’t identify what those things are, we are just guessing and
there are way too many things to work on to guess
your way to success.
I recently had a problem with an Olympic
Recurve archer for whom I ended up calling in every
expert I knew for advice. The first thing I thought it
was, we investigated and then ruled it out. We then
went after one thing after another and no such luck.
After months of work, we finally came back around to
the initial diagnosis and, low and behold, that was
correct. Even when you have a problem diagnosed
correctly, if it doesn’t respond to “typical fixes,” you
doubt whether your diagnosis is correct. This is not
easy. Archers and coaches alike have to be focused in
hard on identifying the correct causes of problems
and finding the best fix for that particular archer. This
all starts with pattern recognition, which requires no
little effort on the part of coaches and archers alike.

“We need to be working on
those things that will make us
better. If we can’t identify what
those things are, we are just
guessing and there are way too
many things to work on to guess
your way to success.”
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Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Building
Consistency of
Shots
by Simon Needham
Before we go any further on equipment and
tuning, the consistency of shots needs to be covered.
Shot execution and tuning are a bit like the chicken
and the egg; which one comes first? Unlike the chicken and egg, shot execution and tuning go hand in
hand: the more consistently you shoot, the easier it is
to determine what to adjust to improve your groups.
Once the tuning has been improved, you will then be
able to feel what makes a more consistent shot execution. Once shot execution has been improved, finer
tuning can be carried out, ad infinitum. Both aspects
need to be carried out in balance with the other. You
cannot tune for better technique; that comes with
practicing the shot to make it more consistent.
My book, The Art of Repetition, says it all for
shooting style. Technically you can hold and draw the
bow any way you like, if
when you let go of the
string and the arrow goes in
the middle and you can
repeat it. Do that every time
and you will be a winner.
Pragmatically, technique is
about drawing the bow the same way for every shot,
to the same place every shot, and releasing the string
the same, for every shot. The string and bow should
then follow the same pattern of movement for every
shot. Your body movement on release should do the
same thing every time. I am sure you are getting the
picture.
So, your question on every aspect of the shot is
“How can I make it repeatable?” which is the path to
consistency.

Starting Out
When starting out with beginners I give them a
right-handed bow with a bow sight and a platform
tab. I show them how to do a “T draw” ensuring that
they draw the string back to the centre of the chin and
nose, with the platform firmly under the jawbone.
Then get them to line up the string, sight, and target
and release.
I think that you should teach from the very first
arrow they shoot, what you want them to progress to.
If you start teaching with the anchor at the side of the
mouth or cheek, then later move to under the chin, it
can cause issues. I get them to shoot right-handed
bow to start with if they appear to struggle or look
inept, I will try them out with a left-handed bow. Eye
dominance is part of the toolbox, but not the only factor that needs to be taken
into account.
Eye Dominance I do
not think it is a good idea to
rely on eye dominance
alone to determine where
an archer should shoot leftor right-handed. The easiest way to determine a person’s eye dominance is to get them to stand in front of
you at about 10 and ask them to point at your right
eye, looking back over their pointing finger you will
see which eye they are using, but will also see which
arm they use to point! Youngsters especially can swap
eye dominance depending on how they are that day,
some people are left-eye dominant but right-handed
in everything else they do, possibly due to a sight

“I do not think it is a good idea to
rely on eye dominance alone to
determine where an archer should
shoot left- or right-handed.”
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(the preferred string picissue, that has affected
ture) will put the head in a
dominance, but does not
fixed position both vertiaffect their aiming. Cost
cally and horizontally. It is
and availability also needs
important that the string
to be considered as leftis on the front of the chin
handed equipment are not
so that on release the
so readily available, espestring moves away from
cially on the second hand
the archer’s face. If the
market. Shooting a bow is
string is anchored to the
not a natural extension of
side of the face it is less
movement of the body so
likely to find a fixed posito some extent it is how
dextrous they are with The arrow line (A) and the primary force line (B) are not the same. tion and as the string is
their draw hand to load The tip of the draw elbow, the nock, and the center of pressure on the released it will scrape
the bow and make sight bow grip all need to be in a line (B, not A, see other photo), from this along the jaw that can lead
view as well as from above or behind. This ensures good biomechanics.
to the archer involuntarily
adjustments. This is why I
get everyone to shoot right-handed initially, it is then flinching their head. On the release of the string the
usually quite easy to then identify the ones who are archer should maintain the focus of the eye on the
looking awkward and you can investigate them fur- centre of the gold, this will encourage the head and
body to maintain their positions. One of the common
ther.
More on Starting Out I get them to use a simple “T errors to watch out for is the position of the right
draw” to keep it simple, but it also ensures that the shoulder. As the archer reaches forward to place their
muscles used to draw the bow are more easily felt to fingers on the string, it rotates the right shoulder
keep the pressure on at full draw, thus ensuring the around to the front of the body, there is a tendency for
the archer to draw the bow
release is more consistent.
back leaving the shoulder
It also helps to ensure that
in the forward position,
the pressure on the joints
this in turn does not allow
are kept in line, during the
the right arm to move
draw and shot. Although
back into alignment. So
this is not an issue with a
during the draw, midtraining bow but as the
draw, the right shoulder
draw weight increases it
should be rotated back its
helps reduce big vertical
normal position.
rotations of the shoulder
The bow hand should
joints. The main focus is
be placed in the grip with
to get them to a good
the life line in the centre
anchor at the very start,
of the grip, so that at full
with the string being
draw the end of the radius
drawn firmly to the front
bone in the bow arm is
of the chin bone and the
behind the centre of the
platform of the tab placed
grip. (The radius is the
firmly under the jawbone.
bone of the forearm that
This angle between the
ends behind the thumb.)
tab platform and the
A finger sling should be
string fits onto the front of
used to help the archer
the jawbone. The centre of
the nose can then be
relax his/her bow hand.
placed against the string,
The body’s position inialigning the string to the As the rear shoulder swings into line with the front (see diagrams) the tially should be lined up
elbow will be “in line” that is fall on the primary force line. This
right-hand edge of the draw
is the position from which your arrows need to be loosed. This is “good with the target so that
sight ring and the target
toes, hip bones and shoulalignment” or “good line” biomechanically.
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string is released. Some archers have a tendency to let
the fingers uncurl at full draw, this needs to be rectified early on. If the string is allowed to be pulled by
the tips of the fingers, too much tension is induced
into the hand, making the hand and the fingers stiff,
and a poor release is the result. Although, ideally, the
fingers should not be in contact with the arrow/nock
if the index finger touches it makes little difference, if
anything it holds the arrow against the bow. If the
middle finger touches, it has the effect of pushing the
arrow out from the bow at full draw pushing it away
from the button and off the rest, even if the archer
gets to the stage where they are using the clicker,
although the clicker may well appear to hold the
arrow in place but as the clicker activates, the arrow
will lose contact with the button giving erratic groups.
Draw Mechanics To shoot the bow, the string
needs to be brought to the centre point of the chin,
part of the described anchor position above, and at
that point the string should stop any spatial movement. As the force is increased from the bow shoulder
rotating, an equal and opposite force should be balanced against it from the draw arm, until the fingers
release the string.
Continued on the Next Page

From brace (A), through the beginning of the draw (B) to anchor
(C) the shoulders rotate until a line through them points to the bow
and then stay there until the shot is well over.

ders all are aligned with a line drawn towards the target. Ideally 70% of the archer weight should be on the
balls of the feet to give good control of stability to the
body. You can try this for yourself, keeping your body
and legs aligned (should not involve bending at your
hips) if you transfer more of your weight onto your
heels you will find that you become more unstable. If
you then transfer more of your weight back onto the
balls of your feet, you will feel your calf muscles
engage and feel more in control of your stability.
The finger placement on the sting should pay
particular attention to the placement of the middle
finger. This is the strongest finger, due to the tendon
connections and should bear 70% of the draw weight.
The archer should start the placement of the string on
the centre of the middle joint of the middle finger,
with a small gap between it and the arrow. As the
string is drawn the string should be allowed to roll
into the “V” of the first joint. Once there the placement of the fingers should remain “curled” until the
Archery Focus

It is important to use the proper muscles during that last stage of the
draw. The arm muscles (A) tend to get involved early on in the
draw but that load needs to be shifted onto the stronger back muscles
(B) later in the draw. Some refer to this as the “transfer” of the muscle tension onto the desired muscles and off of the undesired muscles.
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Ideally you would start with the string in the
anchor position, centred. The bow should then be
pushed away from the archer with the bow arm, and
the draw arm would equally increase effort to maintain the string in the anchor position. Unfortunately
the bow arm is not telescopic so this approach is
denied us! So the bow must
be drawn to the centre position with the right side of
one’s body. Once the string
is at centre, pressure should
be increased equally from
both sides. When using a
clicker, the effect is that the
bow should be pressed forward past the point of the
arrow, not the arrow drawn
through
the
clicker.
Unfortunately, as the archer
has to draw the arrow to the
centre point, it is usual that
they will continue that
movement until release.
Doing so will alter their
head position to allow for the continuing movement
of the string. For coaches observing archers, once at
full draw the string should remain in a stationary
position against the chest/string or chest guard.
I like the “T draw” because it keeps things simple.
It evenly engages the muscles as the bow is drawn,
this allows the archer to better feel what is being used
to draw the bow, once the string has reached the centre position, the archer must continue to keep these
drawing muscles engaged, ensuring that they do not
try to lock the arm muscles to hold full draw (see diagrams). I think of it as a tug of war with both teams
pulling equally but the rope remaining stationary. A
slight forward pressure should come from the left
shoulder, prior to release. It is important that the
archer is not at full extension (overdraw) at full draw
and has some linear expansion in line with the target
left to him. This ties in with clicker position and
ensuring the archer draws to length. When coming to
full draw the point of the arrow should only have 3
mm or 4 mm left under the clicker, this allows for a
small expansion towards, in line, with the target, that
activates the clicker. If the archer sets the clicker too
far back, creating an overdraw, or with a large underdraw, the only way the archer can get the arrow
through the clicker is to rotate out of alignment
which leads to inconsistent groups.

The bow arm, on the whole, does not usually pose
too many issues. The hand in the grip should remain
fully relaxed throughout the draw and release, to do
this the archer will need to have a finger or bow sling
they are confident with. It is more likely that an
archer can keep their hand relaxed throughout the
shot, if they have tension in
the hand it alters the pivot
point, it is less likely that
they will be able to maintain the same amount of
tension in the bow hand on
every shot. A relaxed hand
is more likely to give consistent groups. The bow
arm should be straight and
locked if possible, some
people have hyper extended
joints that will interfere
with the path of the string
so they will not be able to
lock the elbow joint
straight. The shoulders
should be fairly well lined
up with the bow arm, on raising the bow, only the arm
should be raised, the left shoulder should not be
raised and kept in the same position when the arm is
relaxed next to the body. At full draw there should
almost be a feeling of pressure pushing down and out
from the arm pit. It is a similar feeling to leaning on
a wall with the bow arm, locked so you do not collapse onto the wall but relaxed in the shoulder to
allow for the expansion. Try leaning against a wall in
the shooting position with your feet a little further
out so your arm is supporting some weight. Push
from the shoulder to fully extend/push the body away
from the wall, then relax the shoulder girdle so you
are supported, but the shoulder is not relaxed so much
that the shoulder starts to rise towards the ear. This is
the position you want to be in at full draw, so that you
have room to expand the front shoulder towards the
target. This is why clicker position is critical when too
far back and you have no expansion, if it is a little too
far forward you have the expansion although you are
under-drawing slightly. Better to under draw than
over draw; best have the clicker in the right place.
This will be continued in Consistency of Shots, Part
2 in the next issue. Ed.

“I like the “T draw” because it
keeps things simple. It evenly
engages the muscles as the
bow is drawn, this allows the
archer to better feel what is
being used to draw the bow,
once the string has reached the
centre position, the archer must
continue to keep these drawing
muscles engaged, ensuring that
they do not try to lock the arm
muscles to hold full draw. ”
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Helping the
Helpers—Equipment
Part 2 of a Series
by Veronica-Mae Soar
Since we have started with
equipment (see AFm 23-4), let’s continue by moving on to what type you
will use.
If your club has its own, you will
rather be stuck with that, and this may
prove a problem. I can recall a training
weekend for which I was booked, far
away from home. “Yes,” they told me,
“we have all our own equipment.” . . .
and so they did. Glass fibre bows of far
too high a poundage; not at all suitable
for beginners. I had the greatest difficulty in actually stringing them. But
there was no alternative, so we went
ahead and I felt really sorry for those I
was instructing.
Remember that your beginner will
be executing an action they have probably never done before. They need as
simple a bow as possible, and of light
poundage, not more than 20 pounds of
draw, and even less for young people.
Avoid all wooden equipment, as a
breakage of bow or arrow could prove
catastrophic or at the very least
unnerve your pupil.
When I was first taught, the
The iconic red glassfibre bow, a mainstay of
youth programmes here and across the pond.
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beginners’ bow was a simple one of
glassfibre, usable either right- or lefthanded and unbreakable, produced by
a company called Dunsdon. Similar
ones are still available in the U.K. (In
the U.S., too. Ed.); but most clubs have
since moved to simple take-down
bows, which look more like the regular
composite, and whose handles or
limbs can be changed as required to
accommodate right- or left-handed
archers or those who need a lighter or
heavier pull.
The best beginners’ bow I ever
came across was quite beautiful and a
pleasure to shoot. Called the Forest
Training Bow it had the laminated
limbs of a standard bow but with no
recurve. The riser was simple, with the
handle lightly shaped for the hand and
– its best feature – it could be used
right- or left-handed. From a beginner’s point of view it looked just like a
“real bow.”
These were made by Les Howis of
Marksman, a superb bowyer. There are
still similar bows to be had, but I cherish
the three in my cupboard and wish Les
were still around to make more of them.
Continued on the Next Page
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The handle section of the Forest Training Bow by Les Howis of Marksman. Its laminated limbs were straight (no recurve) and, as you can
see in this detail, was designed to be shot either left- or right-handed.

I believe that in the States it has now become common to use compounds to introduce people, including
the young, to archery. I am not personally in favour of
these for several reasons. Compounds were developed
for hunting, allowing a hunter to hold at full draw
while his prey moved into shot. In this context the
number of shots made in a day would be few. At the
targets, an archer will shoot many more arrows in relatively quick succession. This can become quite a
strain to those who have not trained their muscles to
cope. Secondly, the action employed to draw the compound is virtually the opposite of that for a composite
recurve. Most of the work is done at the start of the
draw, and lets off at the end. From a human physiological perspective a drawing action is best done in
such a way that the further one draws the more the
effort. At the end of the draw, if the body is well
aligned then all the necessary muscles are fully in play
in their most effective and efficient position. Thirdly,
as far as the young are concerned,
a compound bow is quite heavy
in the hand, a bow which weighs
six pounds, held out at arm’s
length, will put a strain of what
feels like much more than six
pounds on the shoulder and arm.
Then again, those compounds of
low weight said to be appropriate
for the young are often of “zero
letoff ” and therefore do not possess the main attribute of a compound bow: the letoff.
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Let me say here that I have no problem with
those archers who wish to shoot a compound bow. I
just do not feel they are right for beginners who, having learnt to draw a bow one way, may then have to
re-learn how to draw if they move to other bows.
What I have found during the years I taught those
with various disabilities, is that a light version can be
very accommodating of those who would struggle
with a recurve, allowing such people the joy of shooting which might otherwise be denied to them.
Indeed, at the special shoot for archers with disabilities which take place at the Royal Toxophilite Society
ground annually, many such bows will be seen on the
line.
A Word about Clothing
No, not yours! I have to assume that you are well
aware of what is suitable garb for archery. Not many
beginners, however, think about their clothing. So if
you get the chance to speak to or
contact your potential pupil take
the opportunity to advise them
on what you recommend. You
will no doubt suggest something
close fitting without being too
tight and constricting, with no
loose floppy frills and decorations. You will make sure your
pupil is not going to appear in
high heels (yes, it has happened)
but in comfortable and supportive flats. You will suggest that any
Archery Focus

jewellery is left at home or
sits quietly underneath their
clothing. If they have long
hair you will ask that they
tie it back or plait it out of
the way.
The clear purpose of all
this is that it has to be
remembered that when the
string is released nothing
will stop it. If it is caught in
a brooch, a piece of frilly
blouse, a droopy ear-ring or
a lock of hair, then that will
fly forward with the string. Ouch !
You may not, of course, be able to advise before
you meet your pupil; which is where a trio of useful
items from your “busy box” may well be needed: (1) A
loop of elastic of suitable length, which can be placed
around their shoulders and across their backs, to keep
clothing in check, (2) a piece of tubular bandage
which can be placed around the bow arm to harness a
floppy sleeve if the bracer is not sufficient, and (3) a
couple of elastic hair loops to tie back flowing locks.

“Most clubs have since moved
to simple take-down bows,
which look more like the regular
composite, and whose handles
or limbs can be changed as
required to accommodate rightor left-handed archers or those
who need a lighter or heavier
pull.”

None of these will put you
to much expense; but if you
want to lash out, then two
chest guards (one R one L )
may be added to your arsenal – remembering that
whatever size you choose it
is likely to be too large or
too small.
Remember that you
still need to be prepared for
the fact that your pupil may
arrive in an outfit better
suited to a garden party.

You have now covered an essential part of your
instruction. Making sure your pupil is comfortable
and is not put off at the first hurdle by damage to
clothing or self.

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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Coaching at
Tournaments, Pt 2 of 2
by Randi Smith
Before a team travels internationally, there
is a lot of upfront preparation. Ideally, this happens
ahead of time at training camps, but if not, it has to
happen quickly once they are all together. I’ve been
fortunate to work with many of the same athletes and
coaches over the years, so we’ve been able to do most
of it ahead of time.
Getting Ready
Just as with the individual athletes, I want the athletes
to be responsible for their own performances. We
work to prepare the athletes and coaches for this as
well. Some of the things we work on (mostly during
training camps) include:
1. Learning to Trust Themselves The athletes need to
know they may not always have a coach behind
them and if they do have one, that coach may not
be the coach they are used to. Because of that, athletes need to be able to spot their own arrows and
know how to deal with distractions and how to
reset. As part of this, I ask the coaches not to spot
for athletes unless the athlete asks them to.
2. Learning to Communicate Athletes need to be able
to tell coaches what information they want and
when they need more or less information. They
need to learn how to be specific about what they
do or don’t need. Along with this, coaches need to
be able to accept it when the athletes don’t
want/need the information they are providing or
when they are giving too much info at one time.
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This isn’t always easy for the coaches, but when
they understand that the goal is for the athlete to
be successful and our job is to help that happen it
can help.
3. Getting to Know Each Other When coaches know
the athletes and the athletes know the coaches
things seem to go more smoothly. All of our
coaches are personal coaches for at least a couple
of the athletes, so they know those athletes well.
However, we all work at getting to know the other
athletes and their form so that we can help them
out if necessary. If we have a new team coach traveling with us, we’ll try to help them out with this.
4. Learning to Work as a Team During Team Competition Archery is generally considered an individual sport; learning to work as a team can take some
work. There is also a possibility that the team at
the event may not be the same people who have
been practicing as a team at home. We have different groups shoot together and then we try
shooting in different orders to find out who shoots
first. Some athletes do better in the first position;
some are better able to handle the stress of time
running out and can shoot last. We simulate
equipment failures, timing failures, and yellow
cards.
5. Learning to be a Team The para team is a pretty
solid team and they support each other and they
generally enjoy being with each other. At training
Continued on the Next Page
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pulling arrows, but if the tournament organizers are limiting who
is allowed on the field, personal
coaches are the ones most likely to
be the ones who have to watch
from the sidelines. We do make
sure to explain that they are acting
as the archer’s agent, so they need
to call judges when necessary and
pay attention to the scoring.

camps, we will do non-archery activities to get to
know each other. At tournaments, because of the
logistics, we usually end up traveling together and
eating together - it’s a lot easier when everyone
can get along.
6. Being Prepared During training, we try to simulate
all of the things that could go wrong at a competition. We will do mock tournaments, and have
the athletes switch mid-tournament to back up
bows. We have target assignment mess-ups, clock
malfunctions, noise, and anything else we can
think of. We discuss all of the things that could go
wrong - and how to be prepared.

Qualification Rounds
The qualification rounds at international tournaments are run like
the qualification rounds at our US
events. There is usually more than
one session; there might be three
or four. I think it is important for me to be at every
session (and I like to be there!). I usually assign
coaches to specific athletes and sometimes they don’t
need to be at every session, but I’ve been fortunate
enough to work with a great group of coaches and
they usually stick around for every session.
If athletes have problems during the qualification
round, we will watch, and we try to use the same cues
that we have used during training. It’s important not
to change anything or give them anything new to
think about. Generally, the biggest issue is overthinking or over-analyzing, so getting the athlete
back to focusing on process is usually the goal.

At the Event
When a team travels out of the country, the staffing
is different from it is at most training camps. We usually have more than one coach; there may be a team
manager; and there can also be other staff such as
sport psychologists and athletic trainers. The staff
need to work as a team as well, so it’s important that
they be able to communicate with each other.
Part of my job as Head Coach is to look at each
day’s schedule and make assignments for the coaches
and staff. They need to know who is going to do what
and when. I try not to assign the team manager, the
sport psychologist, or the medical staff. They all help
with pulling arrows during practice, but they all need
to be available when the athletes need them.
Some athletes will have personal coaches with
them. I have our team manager sit down with the personal coaches and explain what they can and can’t do.
We are often able to get field credentials for the personal coaches, so they can help with scoring and

Elimination Rounds
Before the elimination rounds, I talk with each of the
athletes and find out if they have a preference as to
which coach is behind them during the matches. I
explain that they may not get that coach, but I’d like
to know their preference. I do the same thing with
teams and ask them to communicate with each other
and come up with a first and second choice. It’s not
important to me that I be behind all of the archers sometimes they are more comfortable with other
coaches.
The information listed above under Learning to
Communicate becomes even more important during
elimination rounds. Coaches communicate ahead of time
with athletes to find out what information they need.
Some will want nothing other than a countdown from 10
seconds or five seconds. Others may want reminders,
maybe to keep their bow arm strong. Again, it’s important that coaches pay attention to these requests; doing
something different can distract the archer.
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Finals
International events often have a
different format during the finals
matches. They may be at a different venue, and the archers usually
don’t go score their own arrows.
This adds a couple of new issues to
deal with. There may be an
announcer whose job it is to keep
the audience informed. When the
announcer tells the audience that
Archer A needs a ten to win, or
that if Archer B shoots an 8 it
could go to a shoot off, the archer
needs to be able to ignore it. We’ll
work with the archers during
training to ignore the announcers
and we will keep the archers occupied with small talk during the
scoring. (We’ve had a couple of archers on the team
who are pretty good at being announcers so we can
practice during training camps.)
If the finals are at a different venue, there is a
small practice area and practice time is scheduled and
limited. With experience, the archers learn to deal
with this, but it is something to make sure new
archers are aware of and to make sure they are prepared. They will most likely be summoned to the
finals field during the match before theirs, which can
mean more standing around. Some athletes listen to
music and some like to watch the previous match, but
it’s also a good time to make a trip to the restroom.
We’ve worked out ahead of time which coach will be
with which archers, so they work together during the
practice time. This can be a time to review the cues (if
necessary) and confirm when the archer wants the
timing countdown.
During the finals there will be an agent down
range scoring the arrows. This means the archers may
be standing around doing nothing between ends, but
the time between ends is much shorter. I will come up
with a way to intentionally keep the archers’ minds off
the score, whether it’s doing math (count from 6 by
7s) or telling stories. It’s also a good time to make sure
they are drinking water.
When an agent is down range doing the scoring,
the archer will get their arrows returned every other
match, so they need to have enough to shoot two ends
(2 x 3 = 6; plus at least one extra). The agent needs to
remember they are acting on behalf of the archer and
they can call for a judge just as the archer would do. If
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an arrow is damaged (e.g. the nock is broken), the
agent sends the arrow back upside down, so the coach
and archer know there is a problem. The agent needs
to make sure that once he hands the arrows to the
runner, the runner doesn’t turn the arrow right side
up!
My Own Stuff
Over the years as the Head Coach, I’ve come up with
some of my own individual priorities. These are
things I’ve decided are important to me. Some of
these could be considered Team Manager responsibilities, but I often do them with the Team Manager.
When I first took over the para archery team, we
often traveled without a manager, so I did both jobs
and found what worked for me.
• If one of the athletes on the team is competing, I
want to be on the field. There may be another
coach with the athlete, but I will be there. The
only exception would be if I am working with an
archer who is in an upcoming match and I am on
the practice field.
• I eat with the athletes or after the athletes. For
lunch, I’ll often grab something at breakfast and
then stay on the field during lunch; sometimes it’s
a chance to reset.
• I have snacks for me, but I also have easy to eat
snacks in my bag in case an athlete (or another
coach) needs one. We’ve had long days when the
archers’ have gone through all of their own snacks
– and mine were necessary.
• I usually will also take the last bus back to the
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“As a team, we were able to
bring home at least one medal
at every international event we
attended. I want to say thanks to
all of them – and remind them
(and everyone else) to please
stay in touch!”

Coach of the U.S. Para Archery team. I am no longer
doing that job – but I am doing a lot of coaching and
teaching instructor and coaching classes. I had a lot of
great experiences as the Head Coach. I got to work
with amazing coaches and athletes who were always
supportive. As a team, we were able to bring home at
least one medal at every international event we
attended. I want to say thanks to all of them – and
remind them (and everyone else) to please stay in
touch!

field. At one competition in Costa Rica, I was on
the field with one of the athletes during a torrential rainstorm so I was soaked. One of the other
coaches offered to be the last one back and I took
him up on the offer!
• I know that my attitude can be easily transmitted
to the team. If I’m angry or frustrated, I’ll do my
best to keep it hidden. Most of the time, I’m pretty successful. When necessary, I’ll let another
coach know I’m taking a time-out and I’ll go for a
walk.
At the time I wrote this article, I was still the Head

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while just
trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:Helping
ThemwithNewArrows,Pt 2
Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER
In Part 1 of this article (in AFm 23-3) we pointed out
that arrow purchases are often quite bewildering to
newbie archers and that you will be called upon to
help. Obviously if that is not your strong suit, you
could pass your students onto those who have those
skills, but we think it is important that coaches of
serious archers learn as much as they can about this
topic as it is one that is critical to acquiring welltuned equipment. Even if you are not much of a DIY
person, understanding what needs to be done is really important, even if you are not the best person to do
those things. (This is the
difference between a professional and a technician.
The technician needs to
know “how” to do things,
the professional needs to
know “how” and “why.”
Typically the technician is more adept at the doing as
they get more practice, but coaches need to know how
to “do” because of the paucity of archery shops now in
existence.)

Your students will expect you to be competent in
this, so if you have no experience in doing these tasks,
it behooves you to seek opportunities to learn them.
We have found other archers and coaches to be very
generous with their time and skill in helping us learn
what we needed and we expect you will, too.
To do this task you will need a number of tools:
an arrow saw, a small propane torch, and a pair of pliers. You will also need “point cement” to reattach
arrow points removed to make cuts. (Use a hot melt
variety, not an epoxy variety, as you want to be able to
remove and reattach the
arrow points multiple
times.) Note to do this
process you must remove
the points, cut the shafts,
and reinstall the points. If
you do not know how to do
this we published an article in Issue 23-2 on how to
do just that.
The Arrow Saw Arrow shafts are made of various
materials. We will focus on only carbon and aluminum (and aluminum-carbon) and ignore the others
for now. To cut these shafts we need a “high speed
abrasive cut off tool.” Commercially these are sold as
“arrow saws.” Every possible alternative has been tried
to using this tool: pipe cutters, scroll saws, lathes, table
saws, hacksaws, getting a beaver to gnaw a bit off,
everything has been tried and virtually everyone says

“Of all of the minefields in
archery equipment, the absolute
worst is arrows.
(Yeah, it was worth repeating!)”

What To Do, What To Do?
We have laid out the process for fitting a new arrow
to an archer and her bow in the companion article
(Getting Serious: Tuning New Arrows, Part 2) so we
won’t repeat that here. (So go read that!) Here we will
focus on your role in that process.
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now that you need a high speed abrasive cut off tool.
Many of us made our own using something like a
Dremel Rotary Tool with an abrasive cut off wheel
chucked in it. (AF recently published an Archery DIY
article on how to do just that.) You can do the same,
but if you are serious about archery and coaching,
buying your own arrow saw will pay off in the long
run.
Commercial saws provide a high speed motor, a
larger abrasive blade (larger blades wear more slowly
that smaller ones, like the Dremel blades, which are
really small), a support for the arrow and a cut stop
that ensures that all of the arrows cut end up the same
length. They also supply safety guards and often a
vacuum attachment to suck up the dust. You do not
want to be breathing aluminum or carbon dust! (If we
have to cut a lot of carbon shafts, we wear a dust
mask.)
When using these saws, when you turn them on,
allow them to get up to full speed before starting a
cut. (You can tell by the
sound the motor makes,
just like with a car.) The
arrow shaft is fed in sideways until the blade cuts
through the material of
that side and then rotated
slowly into moving blade
to complete the cut. This procedure provides for the
end cut being perfectly perpendicular to the length of
the shaft. An arrow cut at a slant will have the shoulder on the point touch just a small part of the shaft
and you can expect cracks to form right there. If you
just slide the shaft across the blade, the end of the
arrow travels in an arc (making a slanted cut) and it
also creates stress on the blade (which is spinning at
thousands of revolutions per minute). The blades,
being abrasive, are somewhat fragile; you do not want
one of these to disintegrate on you. Safety Note You
also do not want bits of stuff flying up and hitting you

in the eye, so you must wear safety goggles
when operating an arrow saw. Ordinary eyeglasses will not suffice, they are wide open
from the sides and above and below, with many
paths straight into one of your eyeballs that grit could
take. Proper safety goggles wrap around your glasses,
if you wear them, and block access from all sides to
flying bits of matter.
It really helps, if you have no experience doing
this, to have an “expert” show you how it is done.
After you have done it a number of times you will
consider the process simple.
Everything Else Everything else, craft-wise, is
covered in that article in Issue 23-2.
The Bare Shaft Testing
The reason we didn’t address this topic before and we
waited until this series transformed into the “Getting
Serious: . . .” version is that it can’t be done without
some sort of successful arrow test. Our choice is the
Bare Shaft Test as it is the
simplest and likely the
one you and your archer
have had some experience
with.
The biggest shortcoming in this whole
procedure is sloppy test
results resulting in poor estimates of how much to cut.
If your archer can’t shoot well enough to shoot tight
groups at 5-8 paces, then they are not ready for this
level of equipment fitting. Consequently if your capable archer shoots some half-hearted groups and you
base decisions upon those, you are failing your archer.
Your job is to get them focused in to create good tests.
If you are unsure of the results, have them shoot
again, as many times as it takes to be convinced you
are getting a valid test result.
The reason you shoot three fletched and two bare
shafts is that three arrows is the minimum need to
identify a group at all. And if the bare shafts don’t hit
in similar positions, they were shot differently and
therefore a re-test is needed. (Since the bare shafts do
not have the built-in launch angle correctors we call
fletches, they tend to fly more erratically and therefore
asking for beginning serious archers to get three of
them to group is a bit much.) All shots need to be
made identically. For this reason, we regularly ask that
the arrows be shot: fletched #1, bare #1, fletched #2,
bare #2, and fletched #3. The “normal” inclination is
Continued on the Next Page
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to shoot the three fletched to see if they
group (because if they don’t, why continue?)
then shoot the two bares. This pattern is more
conducive, however, to the five arrows being shot
differently because of the archer getting tired toward
the end or thinking the bare shafts are special or. . . .
Finally
Some of these tiny details are not always necessary,
but remember that every time you walk a studentarcher though one of these procedures, you are teaching them. How many times you get to “teach” them
one of these procedures is always iffy, so you end up
looking for a balance ending up at just enough detail,
avoiding both “too little” and “too much.” Too little
leaves out important things (Safety is always important and must always be taught.) and too much results
in many things not retained (and you don’t have control over what gets retained and what doesn’t).
Consequently, we are in favor of providing a written procedure to our serious students “for future reference” because we know they probably won’t read it
now. If when presented with the need to do this by
themselves, if they kept that sheet of instructions,
they have a boost up on having a successful procedure.
If they didn’t, well, you tried.

Make sure every shot
is strong and true
The Archer y Drill Book features 130 of the best
drills to help refine recur
recurve
ve bow, longbow, and
compound bow technique; improve the timing and
execution of your shot; build strength, stamina,
consistency, and balance; and keep you mentally
consistency,
focused on your training.
Each drill provides step-by-step instructions so you
know exactly how to perform the drill. The coaching
tips and variations enable you to modify the drills to
fit your skill level.
200 pages • ISBN 9781492588344 • US $26.95

Available at US.HumanKinetics.com and
ever ywhere books are sold!
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Getting Serious:
Tuning New Arrows, Pt 2
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Now that you have acquired your new arrows,
or new arrow components, there is more than just
assembling them to get the best possible performance
out of these new arrows. We offer here the procedure
we recommend whenever you are working with a new
arrow, either one from a different manufacturer than
you have been using, or a different model of arrow
from the same manufacturer.
All of the questions about how the arrow is to be
used had to be answered to get you the right arrow in
the first place, so now we are just addressing how you
set up these arrows and tune them in.
Common Starting Points
Let’s say you bought a dozen arrows, already fletched
and with points installed. If this is the case, then you
are going to have to create a couple of bare shafts.
Bare shafts are shafts that are bare of fletching. If you
are adept at fletching arrows, you can just strip two of
your new arrows and you can later fletch them for use
if that is desirable. Or you can order two of your
dozen arrows to be unfletched. Or if neither of these
sounds desirable, you can take a strip of half-inch
transparent tape and wrap it around the fletching to
push/pull the fletches down closer to the shaft, thus
making a reasonable bare shaft substitute. (Note If
you do this, don’t leave the tape on for more than a
tuning session as it can damage the fletches if you do.)
Cutting Then To Fit If you used a manufacturer’s
spine chart to select your new arrows, the thing you
Archery Focus

do not want to do is the just cut them, or have them
cut, to your draw length thinking that the charts are
an exact guide to what you need. Every archer has a
sad story about arrows “cut too short.” The spine
charts are rough guides and it is best if you think of
them cautiously. The procedure below has this caution built into it.
A New Arrow Setup Protocol
You need to select out a set of five arrows or arrow
shafts as a “test” set for this procedure. Two of the five
need to be bare shafts, the other three are fletched.
And, your arrows need to be ordered uncut (aka full
length) so that you can do this procedure.
Bare Shaft Test the Uncut Arrows At a very short
distance (5-8 paces) perform a bare shaft tuning test.
(If you start at a greater distance, you are taking the
chance that you will break your bare shafts.) If the
three fletched and two bare shafts don’t form two
groups, repeat the test until they do. Since these shafts
are going to be cut to get the right amount of shaft
they are, by definition, too long. Because they are too
long, they should also be too weak. This means that
the bare shaft tuning test should have the bare shafts
grouping to the right of the fletched shafts (if you are
right-handed; the opposite if you are left-handed).
Note We will continue assuming you are right-handed. If you are left-handed, reverse all right-left references.
Continued on the Next Page
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So, the first BS test should confirm your
arrows are now too weak. Note carefully
how far to the right of the fletched group the
BS group is. For this description we will say the
BS group starts out at six inches (6˝) to the right of
the fletched group. Then you have to make a first cut.
To cut the arrows shorter, you really need the use
of an arrow saw (see photo). If you or your coach don’t
have one, possibly your club does or you can borrow
one. The first cut needs to be significantly less than
the cut you would make to get the arrow to your draw
length (the “arrow length” the spine charts are based
upon). If the spine chart indicates your arrows should
be cut two inches (2˝) to get to your “correct” arrow
length, start with a one half inch (1⁄2˝) cut. Something
nowhere near the chart value is desired. Cut just the
five test arrows. Note to do this you must remove the
points, cut the shafts, and reinstall the points. If you
do not know how to do this we published an article in
Issue 23-2 on how to do just that.
Then repeat the BS test. The BS group should
now be closer to the fletched arrow group. If the one
half inch cut is, say, one quarter of what we need to
actually cut, then the second test should see the BS
group close the gap between it and the fletched
arrows by one quarter of that 6 leaving a 4.5˝ gap. If
the gap is now just 3˝ instead of the 4.5˝ expected,
then another half inch cut might do the job. Do realize these tests are not all that exact. Therefore, we are
going to sneak up on our final cut. This is because if
our cut isn’t far enough, we can cut again. If our cut is
“too far” we may be heading back to the store to get
more arrows. Note: actually this is why we only test a
minimal set of arrows (5). If we mess up we have the
remaining set of seven to make a usable set of arrows
from.
For the sake of this discussion, let’s say that a half
inch cut got our BSs half way to the fletched ones. So,
we are pointed at another one half inch to our final
cut, but being cautious we make a one quarter inch
cut (1⁄4˝) instead and test again. If the BS test shows
the gap closed again, roughly proportional to the
amount of the cut, then we can try another quarter
inch cut, or if you want to be even more careful, an
one eighth inch (1⁄8˝) cut and test again.
When the bare shafts are grouping with the
fletched shafts, we can move back to 10-15 paces and
repeat the test to confirm that the BSs are grouping
with the fletched shafts.
Once you have confirmed this, then you can cut
the rest of your arrows to this length and you now
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Bare Shaft Testing in a Nutshell—If a pair of bareshafts are shot
with at least three fletched shafts and the two kinds of arrows group,
you can determine a number of things. If the bare shafts group higher
than the fletched arrows, the nocking point is too low; if they group
lower, the nocking point is too high. For a right-handed archer
(reverse all lefts and rights if you are left-handed) if the bare shafts
group to the left, they are too stiff and if they group to the right they
are too weak. (There are other causes for the left-right situations such
as a misplaced plunger or arrow rest, tec.) Often you will see a combination of these effects. Fix the nocking point height first, then
everything else.

have a properly fitted, aka tuned, set of arrows!
But Wait, There’s More!
This is just a basic fitting. You should shoot your new
arrows and see how well they perform. There are
other tests, none of which is perfect.
In one of our recent experiences we fitted a very
expensive set of arrows with a student. The chart indicated a two inch cut was needed, but we stopped at
one inch per the BS tests. After several weeks of
shooting the archer, a very experienced one, cut
another eighth of an inch off. The final state was
nowhere near the chart recommendation of a two
inch cut. This is not unusual. If we had just cut the 2˝
as per the chart, we would have had a set of arrows
that were way too stiff and a $250 hole in the student’s wallet!
We tell you this to strongly encourage you to
sneak up on your final shaft length. You may end up
needing to cut more than the charts indicate, but by
being cautious you won’t ruin a set of arrows by cutting too much.
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